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Editorial
In the early 1960s Michael Barr joined the many young mathematicians who saw
that category theory needed to be studied and advanced in order to both unify and
advance various elds of mathematics. He successfully applied that study, for exam-
ple, to commutative algebra, Galois theory, homological algebra, simplicial topology,
functional analysis, topos theory, and computer science; all have beneted from his
eorts.
Mike is passionate about his mathematics, a passion heightened by a vivid scientic
curiosity and tempered by a high level of technical expertise in a number of areas of
mathematics. For more than three and a half decades now, Mike’s work has been pivotal
in category theory and in various elds of mathematical science where categorical
techniques and insights can be of value. His interests are indeed wide, but his work in
these elds is deep.
From 29 May to 31 May 1997, a conference was held at McGill University to
celebrate Mike Barr’s 60th birthday. Twenty eight talks covering a wide spectrum of
mathematical activity were given during these three days; a large proportion of those
talks is represented by papers in the present ocial proceedings of that conference.
Mike’s broad inuence is reected in this volume by the great breadth of materials
which Mike inspired his friends to produce in his honour. We join the contributors in
extending hearty best wishes to Mike for his continued career.
A special acknowledgement here is necessary: the Barrfest Conference was possible
only due to the superhuman eorts of T. Fox, who conceived of and arranged the
meeting virtually single-handed. This volume would not have been possible without
his inspiration.
F.W. Lawvere, R.A.G. Seely
The Editors
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